VODKA’S
SILVER LI N I N G
Neutral profile calls for tasteful marketing
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BY W. R. TISH
odka’s wave of popularity, which began last century, may be cresting, but it remains America’s reigning best-selling spirit, so keeping the section well-stocked
is certainly worth the effort. Moreover, because vodka is supposed to be tasteless—promoting the spirit has always called on marketers’ keenest creativity.

That silver lining is exactly what is
keeping the spirit vibrant in the marketplace. Either way, neutral or flavored, there
are plenty of creative approaches at work
today—which in turn provide the points of
distinction that retailers can use in conversation, signage, social media, etc. To wit:
£ Skyy Vodka is celebrating 25 years with
a new campaign—“Make. Every Day.”—
encouraging individuals to revolutionize
the world around them.
£ Grey Goose increased its brand presence
at the International Cannes Film Festival, including a pop-up restaurant and
partnership with luxury jewelers.
£ Russian Standard has entered a multiyear deal with Cirque du Soleil as the
official vodka sponsor of touring shows.
Price-quality ratio is a timeless point of
distinction. Wódka, one of the few grain-toglass distilleries remaining in Poland, won
Best of Class and Double Gold at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition—out
of of 177 vodka entries this year. Wódka
runs about $12 per bottle, while the other
double-gold winners average over $30.
Ingredients are another important calling
card for vodka. Peony, a craft entry from New
York’s Hudson Valley, begins with a blend of
nine ingredients, including geranium, jasmine, white pepper, gardenia, green tea, vanilla and tincture of peony. Base ingredients

need not be complicated, though, as in the
case of Sobieski’s 100% pure rye estate vodka.
And Leaf makes two vodkas exactly the same
way except for different water sources: one is
glacier-fed Blue Lake in Alaska, the other a
mineral-rich spring in the Rocky Mountains.
Organic continues to be a positive; Crop,
Prairie, American Harvest and Square One,
leaders in the category, have been joined by
newcomers including Kurant and Ocean.
As ingredients go, gluten is not what
some people are looking for. While the distilling process renders all vodkas gluten-free
(presuming nothing is added after distilling), gluten-free customers may lean toward
corn-based Tito’s or Royal Elite Gluten Free
or Stoli Gluten Free.
Packaging will always be a force in the
vodka arena. When stocking shelves, nontraditional bottles like Crystal Head and Black
Death can turn heads and prompt smiles. And
Khortytsa ICE offers a “cool” combo: the bottle that changes color when chilled, plus the
aromatics contribute coolness.
Suppliers have kept the flavor drumbeat
going, even though a singular flavor has failed

New Amsterdam Vodka’s new campaign,
“Pour Your Soul Out,” is one of the largest in
Gallo’s 84-year history; it celebrates those who
give 110% everyday.

to ignite à la Pinnacle Whipped. Svedka Blue
Raspberry aside, shocking flavors seem to be
sprouting less frequently. Offbeat fruits still appeal, like fig (Figenza), blood orange (Effen)
and watermelon (Three Olives; Seagram’s).
Recent innovators include Stoli Crushed and
Smirnoff Sourced, not unlike the fresh-fruitdriven Deep Eddy.
Last but not least, with Russia and Europe in the news, now may be the time to
spotlight vodka’s geographic roots. There
are ample brand opportunities to tap into
Scandanavia (Absolut, Danzka, Frïs, Reyka,
Finlandia, etc.) as well as Poland (Belvedere,
Chopin, Lvov, Luksusowa) and, of course,
Russia. Even brands that sound Russian (but
aren’t) are fair game for promotions. “Fake
news?” It’s real vodka! Ukranian, Russian,
American… those lines are getting blurrier
every week, so have some fun with it. n

Absolut Stays Fresh
In a major activation, Absolut used
the 59th annual Grammy Awards in
Los Angeles this past March as a
launchpad for the new Absolut Lime.
With 59 branded bars inside the
Staples Center, everywhere
attendees looked, Absolut
Lime was there. An estimated 18,000 consumers
had a chance to try the
product there, while
many more were able
to interact on social media, where the Grammy
activation is said to have
generated over 150
million Absolut impressions in just one night.

